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diferentes comunidades en las redes Sociales (Twitter, Facebook y Amazon) y un documentoHOW
YOUR ANCESTORS TOOK ADVANTAGE OF MIGRATION By Aries Anthony, March 23, 2018 Source:
Black History & Culture & African Studies, Brooklyn College We stand on the shoulders of heroes.
Whether you think it or not, your life is a direct result of historical events, world-class leaders, and
other political and economic factors that have transpired over the course of history. In other words,
we get to be alive and breathe the air today because of events that have happened in the past. These
life-changing events include things such as the Cold War, the invention of the computer, the
abolition of the trans-Atlantic slave trade, the abolition of slavery in the United States, and the
dismantling of apartheid in South Africa, to name a few. With events like these, everyone’s life got
better, it got easier, and it made people come together. In fact, these events can be called catalysts.
A catalyst sparks something or creates a spark that changes a situation. In the case of things such as
the Cold War, the discovery of modern medicine, the abolition of the trans-Atlantic slave trade, and
other historical events, these catalysts changed the world by creating new conditions for further
growth and progress. In today’s world, we often think about global migration, specifically that of
humans. Migration is the movement of people, either traveling or living across borders. Since the
inception of the Industrial Revolution, migration has been a part of human history. However, the
idea of people moving around the world and crossing borders has increased in the past two hundred
years. “Migration” or human movement has affected every aspect of modern life. When it comes to
the human migratory experience, it’s history that drives human migration
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